RE-WRITING THE AFRICAN STORY
XTEM WHITE PAPER V2.0
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1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to:

Develop TEMCOIN (XTEM) as a cryptocurrency.

Introduce the cryptocurrency TEMCOIN token to the
market in general and the T.E. Markets Ltd ecosystem in
particular.

Create a means of exchange for other
cryptocurrencies and solve T.E. Markets Ltd members’
payment challenges.

Develop the African Consolidated Exchange (ACEX) and
create a continental wholesale micro-finance institution,
with XTEM as a circulating medium within that ecosystem.

Propose that stakeholders within the currency market,
commodities market, and T.E. Markets Ltd’s ecosystem,
subscribe to XTEM cryptocurrency given the huge potential
benefits that are embedded and inherent in such an
investment.

2. BACKGROUND
The global financial markets have seen unprecedented levels of growth within the cryptocurrency
market over the past years. Moreover, the generally elevated levels of inflation in most African
markets show that there should be innovation within the currency sector to come up with better
ways of managing the risk of inflation. It is worth mentioning that cryptocurrencies are now a
major item in monetary policy regimes around the world and the sooner ordinary investors invest
in this asset class the better for their strategies.
The idea of TEMCOIN currency is not a new one as cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Dogecoin, and inter alia, are already being extensively used across the global currency markets.
However, XTEM is not just going to be a naked cryptocurrency, but rather it will have real intrinsic
value as it will be synthetically indexed to certain defined commodities exchanges, stock market,
and indices, and will enjoy the full credit and might of T.E. Markets Ltd and its various projects. The
synthetic link for TEMCOIN provides it with a much better source of intrinsic value than even fiat
currencies (paper money). Fiat currencies have indirect intrinsic value which is why their value is
heavily dependent on market confidence. In contrast, gold, platinum and silver on the other hand
enjoy independent market confidence given the fact that they carry direct intrinsic value.
It is against the backdrop of the foregoing that we hereby propose that the markets in general
and the stakeholders of T.E. Markets Ltd strongly consider investing and subscribing to TEMCOIN.
Developers of TEMCOIN have taken cognizance of the criticism that is usually levelled against
other cryptocurrencies that they lack fundamentals, they have no known head offices, inter alia.
TEMCOIN does have these fundamentals as it has direct links not only to stock markets but also
to commodities markets as well as having defined offices. Consequently, TEMCOIN is not just a
result of algorithms, passwords, and some blockchain technologies, but rather it has real
fundamentals and intrinsic value as defined by the markets.

3. PROBLEM
The problem TEMCOIN sets out to solve is intertwined with the African Consolidated Exchange
(ACEX). Being a team of active players in the Financial and Cryptocurrency markets, we realized
that there is no known one-stop shop for trading Agricultural Commodities, especially the ones
that are of African origin, Stocks, Indices, FX, Cryptocurrencies, etc.
In a bid to fill this gap, two questions came to mind;
i.

What if we build a unified exchange where almost all tradable instruments across
major asset classes including African commodities could be traded?

ii.

How do we provide/generate liquidity for an exchange of such magnitude?

4. SOLUTIONS
In answering the aforementioned, came the idea of the TEMCOIN. TEMCOIN will serve as the
liquidity driver in our quest to bring to life the African Consolidated Exchange (ACEX) - a
one-stop-shop for all traders. In this respect, the African Consolidated Exchange is already being
developed as a platform for trading financial instruments in the Cryptocurrency, Forex, Stocks &
Indices spot market, as well as Synthetic Instruments. Through TEMCOIN, we are creating liquidity
to change the paradigm of Exchange platforms as we know it today by building the novel ACEX
and we are asking you to come to take a chance with us as you participate in TEMCOIN’s Private
and Public Sale.

FEATURES OF TEMCOIN
TEMCOIN is currently on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Network and looking to run on the Ethereum
Network too hence, leveraging the uniqueness of these two blockchains.
I. Coin Burn
Coin Burn is a deflationary model adopted by the team to control the circulating supply of
TEMCOIN which will relatively result in value/price appreciation for the digital asset. This process
involves buying back a percentage of the circulating supply of the Coin and ultimately destroying
it to trigger increased scarcity. This will be done quarterly till the burn cap is reached.
II. TEMCOIN Liquidity Staking Pools
TEMCOIN will have Liquidity Pools (LP) to reward holders of the coin. In addition, snapshots will be
taken occasionally to reward those holding a certain amount of TEMCOIN within a defined
timeframe. This will create passive income opportunities for TEMCOIN Diamond hands.
III. Native Cryptocurrency for the African Consolidated Exchange (ACEX)
TEMCOIN will serve as a major means of paying for fees charged to traders at the launch of the
ACEX.2.0 version. A percentage of the transaction fees will be shared with coin holders at each
snapshot.

INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO) SCHEDULE
During the Private Sale, 1.8M in cash value and 7.3M in token value was raised

Public Sale to
commence
Q2 2023.

TOKENOMICS
Total Supply- 140,000,000 TEMCOIN
Liquidity - 28% ACEX
Token Burn Cap- 72% of Maximum Supply
Team Allocation 1.357%- Locked for 3yrs
Future Stakeholders' Allocation 25.71%- Vested for 3yrs

XTEM's first coin burn was conducted in April 2022 and the second burn in July 2022 with up to 72% of
the total supply of the coins burnt.

TEMCoin (XTEM) Allocation ICO
25 Million XTEM – Foundation
17.2%
TEA/TEM -Early Token Holders 1
1.9 Million XTEM – Early Token
Holders 2 (Team)

Token
Distribution

1.3%

9.1 Million XTEM – First Sale
Round (June 2021)- Step-Change 6.5%
to ACEX
35 Million XTEM – Second Sale
Round (Q3 2022)- Development

25%

69 Million XTEM – Public Sale
Round (Q2-Q4 2023)- Expansion 50%

PROJECT POWERED BY XTEM

1. African Consolidated Exchange
ACEX is developed as a platform where Synthetic and Spot market instruments ranging from
Cryptocurrencies, Commodities, Indices, Stocks, FX and other financial instruments will be traded.
32% of the funds raised from TEMCOIN’s private sale were used to complete this project. Once
ACEX goes live in the coming days, TEMCOIN will be the circulating medium and native currency
of that ecosystem as fees charged to traders will be paid in XTEM. This speaks to the real intrinsic
value of TEMCOIN. This enables liquidity providers, corporate investors, private institutions and all
coin holders to benefit from the resultant price appreciation.

2. RED PLANET RESOURCES
21.4% of the funds raised from TEMCOIN’S sales will be used in expanding the mining and
exploration project under Red Planet Resources. Backed by a competent team, and
state-of-the-art technology, Red Planet Resources is seeking to close two large transactions in
Zambia and another in Zimbabwe. TEMCOIN holders will be able to stake their holdings and
receive quarterly rewards/dividends through the staking panel of https://red-planetmining.com
Dividends will be paid by way of purchasing the staked TEMCOIN at a higher rate than - originally
staked. This use case will create demand for TEMCOIN on a call to stake for a particular project.

PROPERTIES
T.E Markets Group Company

3. T.E. PROPERTIES LTD

14.3% is allocated to T.E. Properties Ltd. This is a product designed to provide a vehicle for clients
to earn from the real estate sector by participating in offshore property investment via fractional
ownership. The main source of revenue is on the early reservation of properties on new
complexes about to be released. XTEM holders have taken advantage of two staking windows for
projects in T.E. Properties Ltd to diversify and exponentially grow their capital. Each staking pool
presented holders of TEMCOIN an avenue to earn an attractive Annual Percentage Yield (APY).
Visit https://www.teproperties.co/ to follow up on the staking pools.

4. T.E. PAYMENT GATEWAY (TGPS)
The project will establish contracts with merchants in all key markets in Africa and around the
world. Merchants shall have an autonomous agency where they will earn commissions and share
the spreads with TPGS. TEMCOIN will be the main remittance currency in all T.E.Markets Ltd’s
business structures. 3.6% of funds raised from XTEM will be channelled towards expanding T.E.
Payment Gateway. Users of the TEP gateway will only be able to make remittances using XTEM.
Merchants will also require liquidity in form of XTEM to operate a profit centre but depending on
the level of ranking, TGPS will step in to provide additional liquidity for the settlement of
transactions.

28.6% of funds raised from the ICO will be used as liquidity.

Note:
This is to inform us that T.E Capital and T.E. Microfunding which were initially part of the projects
to be backed by XTEM have been called off so we can focus on the remaining quality projects for
the purpose of enhancing the use-cases and ultimately increasing the intrinsic value of XTEM.

ROADMAP

05
MAY 2023
Listing on more centralised
exchanges(CEX).The Estimated Market
Capitalisation will be a function of price
and the number of coins issued

JULY-AUG 2022

AUGUST 2023

TEMCOIN to list on ACEX.
Estimated Market Capitalisation
will be a function of price and the
number of coins issued.
XTEM to list on different coin
directories as well.

Token burn to be conducted. Token
burn continues for 'coin buyback' till
80% of the supply of token is burnt.
Estimated Market Capitalisation will
be a function of price and the
number of coins issued.

02
01

04

June 2021

03
APRIL 2023

06
OCTOBER 2023

The private sale of TEMCOIN
was launched with 10,000,000
coins released to the T.E
Markets community, company
shareholders and private
investors. The minimum coins of
XTEM for purchase is 25 units of
XTEM.

Public Sale- TEMCOIN sales start
on major public trading exchanges
and decentralised exchanges.
Estimated Market Capitalisation
will be a function of price and the
number of coins issued. TEMCOIN
(XTEM) to be listed on
coinmarketcap.com.

First reward/bonus of early adopters
(long term holders) plus team.
Estimated Market Capitalisation will be
a function of price and the number of
coins issued.

Footnote:
This roadmap has been updated to fit the current point of our rollout journey which was slightly delayed
due to the lag of complete functionality of the ACEX platform which is the flagship project of XTEM.

RISK MANAGEMENT,
REGULATION & CONTROL

TRANSACTION SIZE
LIMITS

CURRENCY
APPROVAL

POLITICALLY
EXPOSED PERSONS

PERSONS ON
SANCTIONS LIST,
COUNTRIES ON
SANCTIONS LIST

COUNTRY

TRANSACTION
LIMITS

The following risk
management and
regulatory prescriptions
will be adhered to:

COUNTRIES AT
WAR THEREFORE
PRONE TO
TERRORISM

EGREGATION OF
DUTIES, SECURE
AND SAFEGUARDED
PREMISES, INTER
ALIA, ARE KEY TO
ENSURE THAT THERE
IS TRANSACTIONAL
INTEGRITY AND
VALIDITY

Persons sending or receiving money must present their valid passports or identity
documents or asylum documents or refugee documents and proof of address and if
need be, proof of income if the money is above a certain regulatory threshold.

OUR COMPANY
T.E. Markets Ltd was founded in 2019 and serves as both an investor and operator of a
blockchain-based Exchange (ACEX) as well as several crypto-funded projects.
As an investment corporation, we are engaged in the business of investing the pooled capital of
investors in crypto-financial assets through our own exchange. We focus our services and efforts
on institutional investors and two key segments of the global population: ultra-high net worth
and very high net worth individuals.
We pride ourselves as a premier investment corporation in Sub-Saharan Africa because of our
ability to generate premium returns in the market through well-vetted projects and structured
investments on the ACEX.
It is our vision to help in re-writing the story of Africans that has enabled us to become a
multifaceted organization spread out in several countries in Africa with projects in South Africa,
Zambia, and Kenya, and seeking prospects in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Uganda,
Nigeria, and Zimbabwe.

SOON IN
GHANA

KENYA

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC
OF THE CONGO

USA
NIGERIA

ZIMBABWE
ZAMBIA

SOUTH
AFRICA

FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT

Ian Mvula

COMPANY SUPPORTING LITERATURE
i.

The South African Reserve Bank in its capacity as a regulator, has issued its own proposed
digital cryptocurrency whose development T.E. Markets Ltd is following quite closely and is
due to launch after 2022.

ii.

T.E. Markets Ltd has developed its in-house risk-based inspection manual that better
captures and shows how risk is managed within the firm in general and particularly within
TEMCOIN’s ecosystem.

iii.

To ensure that its financial business, transmissions, transactions, currencies, and processes
are water-tight from a risk and regulatory viewpoint, T.E. Markets Ltd has engaged the
services of risk management experts in the field, and, ipso facto. Arising therefrom, an
anti-money laundering compliance and risk management document have been developed
in line with the regulatory prescriptions in South Africa to ensure Know Your Customer (KYC)
and compliance.

OUR MILESTONES
1. Private Sale
During the Private Sale, 1.8M in cash value and 7.3M in token value was raised

2. Stakings
We have had two major stakings using XTEM which results in a huge number of XTEM being
locked away in other investments and holders of XTEM having an opportunity to create income
via the presented staking opportunities.
T.E. Properties staking
2,443,183 units of XTEM have been staked in real estate via T.E Properties
Merchant Staking
2,065,000 units of XTEM have been staked in the merchant program

3. Brand Awareness
Our ICO has already been featured in top publications around the world such as CoinMarketCap,
CoinCheckUp, CryptoDaily, Bitcoin Insider, Investing.com, CoinSpeaker, MarketWatch and
TechPoint.

Funds raised during the Private sale are specifically assigned to provide liquidity on ACEX whose
development is in its final stages.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

We are proud to announce that acex.market

version 2.0 is live! Traders and passive
investors are now welcome to register!

Red Planet Resources, the mining and exploration
company's groundwork is already set. The company

T.E. Payment Gateway is already up and

has already sourced the first batch of mid-tier mining

running. Distribution is ongoing for the first

machines that are on their way to the site and is

batch of the ACEX Crypto-to-Fiat cards to

ready to start working in Zambia and soon in

subscribed users.

Zimbabwe.
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The development of T.E. Properties Ltd is already underway
with identified properties in Kenya and South Africa.
The first project based in South Africa is set to close
June 2022. The second project too will start June, 2022
to close in June 2023
2,443,183 units of XTEM have been staked in real estate
via T.E Properties in two phases. The first phase is to be
paid this month.

